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GeneRAL News
Saudi Kafalah small business loan program expands rapidly in Q1
Businesses in Riyadh, the Eastern Region and Makkah claimed the lion's share of assistance
RIYADH: The Saudi SMEs loan guarantee program 'Kafalah' helped 1621 businesses during
the irst quarter of 2021 - up 162 percent year-on-year, Al Eqtisadiah reported.
Guarantees increased by about 150 percent to SR2.9 billion and inancing reached SR3.6
billion, the newspaper said.
Some 215 private sector business women bene ited from the scheme during the irst quarter
of this year, compared to 64 during the year-earlier period.
The value of guarantees during the irst quarter amounted to SR142 million and the value of
inancing reached SR157 million.
The most prominent sectors bene iting included the wholesale and retail trade, construction,
accommodation services, food, and manufacturing industries, according to Kafalah.
Businesses in Riyadh, the Eastern Region and Makkah claimed the lion's share of assistance.
The program will mostly target the tourism and entertainment sectors this year, in addition
to the communications and information technology sectors, said Kafalah Director-General
Homam Bin Abdulaziz Hashem.
The program was founded in 2006 as a joint initiative between the Kingdom's ministry of
inance and Saudi commercial banks to help overcome SME inancing constraints.
Source: Saudi Kafalah small business loan program expands rapidly in Q1 | ZAWYA MENA
Edition

Survival Strategy: Supporting SMEs to Leverage IP for Growth in Uncertain
Times - A Perspective from Ireland
"In a time of increasing uncertainty, there's no room for complacency and no point in
congratulating ourselves on achievements so far if
vulnerabilities are not identi ied and addressed in parallel.”
World IP Day may not have fully captured the public imagination
yet, but it is increasingly an important moment to re lect on a
topic that impacts all of our lives in more ways than are widely
recognized. In Ireland for example, like many other modern
open economies, IP plays a signi icant role in how we participate
in the global marketplace. In addition, it is the intrinsic
intangible nature of IP that allows us to play a role that is many
times greater than our relative size would seem to allow. For
example, in 2019, the European Patent Of ice (EPO) and
European Union Intellectual Property Of ice (EUIPO) jointly published a report on
"Intellectual property rights intensive industries and economic performance in the
European Union". According to that report, IP rights (IPR) intensive industries account for
45% of GDP, on average, across the EU. In Ireland, however, the share attributed these
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industries was 65% of GDP-a good 20 points ahead of the next highest.
This is good news for the Irish economy and helps to explain its resilience as it continues to
weather the decidedly imperfect storm of the past few years. The UK-EU Brexit slow bicycle
race, yielding a hard Brexit in December 2020, and with many wobbles still expected,
represents a particularly signi icant threat to Ireland. Throw in a global pandemic, which
more or less shut down the domestic economy and closed the door on tourism, and you've
got a very uncertain outlook. In spite of this, the Irish economy has proved relatively robust.
The EU Commission Winter 2021 Economic Forecast estimated that Ireland's real GDP grew
by 3.0% in 2020, the only positive growth rate in the EU. It seems unlikely that this could
have been achieved without the contribution from IPR intensive industries.
Avoid Complacency to Avert Future Crises
However, as the pessimists would say, "every silver lining has a cloud". Uncertainty is here to
stay and there are always risks behind "outlier" statistics. So, rather than becoming
complacent, it is critically important to look behind the headlines to see what should be
done to climb out of the current crisis and to shore up against future ones. First of all, who
are the IPR intensive companies behind such a huge chunk of GDP? They are not named in
the report but it's fair to conclude that they are, in the main, the multinational corporations
with operations in Ireland. There is also a thriving domestic innovative industry sector,
which is critical to the economy too, but this is likely to account for only a small fraction of the
65% of GDP from IPR intensive industries.
The truth is that SMEs, in Ireland and elsewhere, are much less likely to own IP in the irst
place, compared to large companies. According to another joint report from the EPO and
EUIPO from Feb 2021, only 9% of SMEs in the EU own IP compared to 54% of large
companies. However, they also reported that, for SMEs in particular, there is a very strong
correlation between IP ownership and indicators of business success. For example, the
revenue per employee at SMEs that own IP is on average 68% higher than that for non-IP
owning SMEs. The equivalent igure for large companies is only 18%. Yet, another joint EPOEUIPO report from 2019 provides another, complementary, vantage point by comparing the
performance of companies that utilized IP from early on with those that did not. It showed
that the companies that utilized at least one EU IPR early in their lifecycle were 17% more
likely to achieve future periods of high growth. Furthermore, those that adopted a broad IP
strategy, combining a range of IPRs, were 33% more likely to experience periods of high
growth. The characteristics of this subset of SMES, so called "High Growth Firms", include
being innovative, risk taking, internationally active, resource constrained and built on
human capital R&D and intangible assets. They were also shown to make a
disproportionately large economic contribution during the phases of high growth.
The data, therefore, con irm that SMEs are not a generic category and within their ranks is a
cohort with the potential to make an outsized economic impact. The question from an
economic development point of view is how to identify, target and support them
appropriately so that more of them achieve their potential, with the ultimate objective of
building up the domestic IPR intensive industry base as a complement and counterbalance
to the multinational base.
We All Have a Vested Interest in SME Success
This is not an Ireland only question, as all economies strive to create stable economies based
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on a well-balanced industry base. So, the theme of World IP Day, "IP and SMEs: Taking your
Ideas to Market," is particularly appropriate at this point in time. However, it should be
noted that, while the focus is on today's SMEs, it is really speaking to the subset that will be
tomorrow's large companies. In other words, these are the target not because they are SMEs
but because they are a category of SME with the potential to be IPR intensive, oﬀ the back of
which they may grow into large enterprises and really move the GDP needle. They are also
an essential bulwark against uncertainty and future crises like Brexit and COVID-19.
As such, the whole economy has a vested interest in seeing these SMEs succeed. Very few
would argue against the need for signi icant public investment to support them to innovate.
However, the idea that the State should also invest in supporting them to capture and utilize
the resultant IP has yet to gain popular acceptance. There are positive signals however, like
the European Commission publication of the EU Action plan on Intellectual Property, which
has a strong focus on SMEs and numerous individual actions at country or federal level
across the world.
Brexit and COVID-19 have shown that change can come rapidly, pushed by forces way
outside our control. Yet IPR intensive companies have proved that it is possible to continue
to trade and even to change in response the new environment and grow through the crisis.
This is a lesson worth learning for the inevitable crises of the future.
In a time of increasing uncertainty, there's no room for complacency and no point in
congratulating ourselves on achievements so far if vulnerabilities are not identi ied and
addressed in parallel. For example, Ireland is Ranked 9th overall on the 2020 European
Innovation scoreboard and 1st on both the "Employment Impacts" and "Sales Impacts"
dimensions. We are middle of the road on a few others but we are ranked 20th out of 27 on
the "Intellectual assets", our worst performing dimension. So, at least by this measure,
there appears to be a need to shift mindsets with regard to the levers we need to pull to grow
resilient innovative enterprises. The old levers got us here but they are maxed out; we've got
to look at what we are not doing so well.
Similarly, at the company level, there is a need to look at things diﬀerently. Running a
startup/SME is a full-time job and itting IP management and strategy into the day is a
challenge, especially if it's new to the business. This, together with inance and capability
constraints, account in large part to the low use of IP by SMEs. To achieve the necessary
change within a reasonable time frame it is necessary for the State to play a more signi icant
role and to invest taxpayer money for mutual bene it in the long-term.
Strategies and Solutions
It is for this reason that Enterprise Ireland, as the national public agency with primary
responsibility for supporting innovative exporting Irish enterprises, has recently developed
the IP Strategy support scheme for SMEs as a complement to our existing range of R&D and
innovation support programs. The scheme provides inancial aid to R&D performing
companies to support them to develop an IP strategy tailored to their needs. It is designed to
accommodate the varying needs of SMES at diﬀerent stages of "IP maturity" and allows
them to build their IP strategy in bite-size chunks or to undertake a more in-depth
assignment over about 18 months. They can also reapply to take it up another level. There
are two core objectives - to support companies to access external IP expertise and in parallel
to develop internal IP capability, with the combined purpose to address the broadest
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possible range of IP management/strategy issues related to their innovation.
While the IP strategy oﬀer is a relatively small initiative, its structure and integration with
other R&D/Innovation supports enables SMEs to embed IP strategy as a component part of
innovation and business culture, rather than hived-oﬀ activity. The more integrated
approach involving more business functions, like inance, also helps SMEs to avail more
easily of other supports in the innovation ecosystem, like the R&D tax credit and Knowledge
Development Box (the Irish OECD compliant innovation box).
There is obviously much more to be done, but on this World IP day it is encouraging to see
WIPO raise awareness of the issues around IP and SMEs and the need for greater support
from governments. In the opinion of this author, this is increasingly a necessity to help
reinforce economies against future shocks, but also to maximize global cooperation toward
a shared aim of avoiding crises in the irst place.
Source: Survival Strategy: Supporting SMEs to Leverage IP for Growth in Uncertain Times: A
Perspective from Ireland (ipwatchdog.com)

Start up
9 enterprise-storage startups to watch
Young storage companies are innovating products that range fromstorage arrays to
mainframe storage management to cloud storageand more.
As the enterprise edge expands to include semi-permanent remote workforces, IoT, and a
range ofapplications like AI and M2M, they generate torrents of nonstop data that must be
storedinde initely and be available in near-real-time to users and applications.
Legacy storage architectures are failing to keep up with both data growth and
user/applicationdemand. While storage innovation is pushing more workloads into the
cloud, many startups havefound that the average enterprise is not yet ready for cloud-only
storage. Legacy architectures andapplications are experiencing extended shelf-lives due to
tight IT budgets, and many enterprisesstill prefer to keep certain workloads onpremises.Backup lessons from a cloud-storage disaster.
As a result, storage startups are inding ways not only to accommodate legacy
infrastructures, butalso developing storage systems that deliver the latest bene its of cloudbased storage to anydeployment model.
The nine startups featured here are developing everything from NVMe disaggregated
storageplatforms to storage management so??ware for mainframes. Their founding teams
earnedleadership experience at the likes of Dell EMC, IBM, Juniper, and Pure Storage.
Collectively, theyhave raised more than $750 million in funding, a igure made all the more
impressive by the factthat it includes one startup that has not yet disclosed details about its
funding.
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Burlywood
Year founded: 2015
Funding: $12M
Headquarters: Longmont, Colorado
CEO: Tod Earhart, former director of irmware development for Micron Technologies
What they do: Develop lash storage so??ware for cloud data centers.
Burlywood's lagship FlashOS is storage-controller so??ware. FlashOS analyzes
applicationbehavior at the lash-controller level and tunes both SSD performance and
features to it eachapplication. It enables enterprises to deploy whatever underlying storage
architecture they wish,including cloud storage, all- lash arrays, and hyperconverged
solutions.
Competitors include: Incumbents like Intel, Samsung, and Western Digital, as well as
suchstartups as Apeiron, Qumulo, and Zadara Customers include: None named.
Why they're a hot startup to watch: Burlywood is targeting the control plane of
storage,developing so??ware that accommodates legacy architectures while paving the way
to modern,hyperconverged ones.
The startup has enough early funding to seek out early reference customers, having secured
a$10.6M Series A in late 2018. CEO Tod Earhart gained management experience in the
industry atMicron and Western Digital.

Fungible
Year founded: 2016
Funding: $310.9M
Headquarters: Santa Clara, California
CEO: Pradeep Sindhu, former served CEO and Chairman of Juniper Networks
What they do: Fungible develops processors, so??ware, and storage clusters that, together,
enableenterprises to build hyperscale-like data centers.
The Fungible DPU family are Systems-on-Chip (SoC) processors designed to overcome
whatFungible says are the two biggest challenges in scale-out disaggregated data centers: 1)
ine??icientexecution of data-centric computations within server nodes and 2) ine??icient
interchange of dataamong nodes.
Fungible's lagship product, the F1 DPU delivers 800Gbps processing and implements the
entirestorage, networking, security, and virtualization stack. Fungible's TrueFabric
so??ware, a large-scaleIP-over-Ethernet fabric protocol, is integrated into the chip. The
company says it provides full cross-sectional bandwidth with low average and tail latency,
end-to-end QoS, and congestion-freeconnectivity.
This enables disaggregation and pooling of all data center resources at scale. TrueFabric
isinteroperable with TCP/IP over Ethernet, ensuring that a data-center spine-leaf network
can bebuilt with standard o??-the-shelf Ethernet switches.
The Fungible Storage Cluster (FSC) is a storage platform based on the DPU and composed of
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scale-out NVMe over Fabrics (NVME-oF) storage nodes. A disaggregated storage platform,
the FSCimplements a separation of storage control planes and data planes. The platform is
designed toenable cloud service providers and enterprises get hyperscale performance out
of their datacenters.
FSCs are the foundation of the Fungible Data Center (FDC). The FDC is an on-premises, turnkeysolution comprised of pre-con igured racks of disaggregated compute and storage
serverspowered by the Fungible DPU and managed by Fungible's Data Center Composer
(DCC) so aware.
Competitors include: Dell EMC, Liqid, Nebulon, NetApp, and Pure Storage Customers
include: Los Alamos National Laboratory
Why they're a hot startup to watch: Fungible has raised a massive amount of funding-$311M--and they target a similarly massive opportunity, the hyperscale data-center market.
In 2020, Fungible acquired the assets of Cloudistics, a cloud-so??ware platform startup.
With astrong leadership team that served in senior executive roles at Juniper, Apple, Pure
Storage, andQualcomm, among others, Fungible is in a strong position to compete in the
hyperscale cloud-service-provider market and open up the adjacent on-premises
enterprise market.

LightbitsLabs
Year founded: 2014
Funding: $54.2M
Headquarters: Kfar Saba, Israel
CEO: Eran Kirzner, who formerly served as VP So??ware and Solutions, Enterprise Storage
Divisionfor PMC-Sierra
What they do: Develop NVMe over TCP so??ware-de ined block storage.
The latest version of their storage so??ware, LightOS 2.1, is an NVMe/TCP scale-out,
disaggregatedstorage solution designed to perform like local lash.
When installed on commodity servers in large-scale datacenters, LightOS 2.1
automaticallyoptimizes for I/O intensive compute clusters, such as Ka ka, Cassandra,
MySQL, MongoDB, andtime-series databases. Each storage server in the cluster can support
up to 64K namespaces and16K connections.
LightOS 2.1 also supports containerized environments like Kubernetes that require largescaleclusters with persistent and durable storage for rapid node migration, workload
rebalancing, orrecovery from failure without copying data over the network.
Competitors include: Ceph, Excelero, Fungible, Pavilion Data, and Pure Storage Customers
include: Finanz Informatik Technologies Services, AMPD, and Equinix Metal
Why they're a hot startup to watch: Lightbits Labs has all of the right ingredients--solid
funding,strong senior team, early customer traction--to compete in a tough NVMe market.
The startup hasraised more than $54M, and has named customers.
The founding team's pedigree is also a mark in Lightbits' favor. CEO and co-founder Eran
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Kirznergained VP-level experience at PMC-Sierra and Wintegra. Co-founder and Chairman
Avigdor Willenzco-founded Annapurna Labs, which was acquired by Amazon in 2015, and
co-founder and Chief Scientist Muli Ben-Yehuda served as chief Scientist for so??warede ined data-center vendorStratoscale.

LucidLink
Year founded: 2016
Funding: Undisclosed but said to be working on its second round of funding.
Headquarters: San Francisco, California
CEO: Peter Thompson, previously VP of emerging and developing markets for DataCore So
aware
What they do: LucidLink develops cloud storage.
LucidLink's Filespaces is a cloud-native ile service intended to deliver NAS-like
performance fromcloud storage that is delivered as a service. Filespaces gives enterprises
the ability to run ile-basedworkloads on object storage and Azure Blob.
Designed to address business needs around storing large data sets and accessing them
overdistance, Filespaces creates a shared global namespace that acts like NAS even though
the data ishosted in the cloud. LucidLink says that it is able to do this by reducing the tra??ic
betweenapplications and remote storage, thereby eliminating distance and latency issues.
Performance isfurther optimized by data prefetching based on a proprietary, adaptive
algorithm; parallel TCPstreams; local write-back caching; and in-line compression.
Rather than relying on synchronization, LucidLink streams data on-demand directly from
the cloudas needed by the application. The single source of truth is kept in the cloud.
Frequently accesseddata is cached locally. Since data streams directly to and from the
underlying object store,LucidLink eliminates the need for a gateway. Additionally,
LucidLink provides ile capabilities likedirect read/write access from the cloud, immutable
snapshots, user access control, and global ilelocking.
Competitors include: Panzura and Dropbox
Customers include: Torti Gallas and WebMD
Why they're a hot startup to watch: Security and performance have been two major
stickingpoints for many enterprises that are considering expanding their consumption of
cloud storage.LucidLink's ability to securely stream cloud data at NAS speeds allows them
to o??er a uniqueservice that cuts into the $20-billion NAS market.
Recent surveys such as one by the University of Southern California have found that
knowledgeworkers will expect lexibility to work remotely, even a??er the COVID-19
pandemic recedes. SinceLucidLink securely streams data between the cloud and any object
store, enterprises can deliver auniform experience to both on-premises and remote teams,
even when working with data-intensive applications. Finally, the startup has a marquee
named customer in WebMD.

Model9
Year founded: 2016
Funding: $13.8M
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Headquarters: Tel Aviv, Israel and New York, New York
CEO: Gil Peleg, who previously worked in storage development roles at INFINIDAT and IBM
What they do: Develop cloud storage-management so aware for mainframes.
According to Model9, most mainframe data is hosted in proprietary storage silos, most
o??en inexpensive tapes and virtual-tape libraries. The siloed data is di??icult to access,
manage, andanalyze. In addition, IT professionals with the requisite skills and experience to
manage theinfrastructure operations are a dying breed.
Model9's so aware is designed to unlock mainframe data and open up a variety of options for
cloudor on-premises object storage, data management, and integration with BI and
analytics tools.
With Model9, enterprises are able to run standard mainframe backup, archive, recovery, and
space-management operations. All functions are o??loaded to zIIPs (IBM z Integrated
InformationProcessors) using any storage system connected over TCP/IP, including object
storage, NAS, andSAN.
Competitors include: IBM, Dell EMC, and Broadcom through its acquisition of CA
Customers include: America First Credit Union, Sirius, France Galop, and RELX Group
Why they're a hot startup to watch: The mainframe market tends to be overlooked
byentrepreneurs spinning up storage startups. Model9's focus on transitioning mainframes
to thecloud may shake up a slowly evolving market dominated by a handful of incumbents.
Even if the mainframe market isn't as lashy as new niches like NVMe, it's still massively
importantto the world's computing infrastructure, providing the core computing platform
of many of theworld's largest and most critical businesses including banks, insurance
carriers, and retail, healthand government organizations.
Model9 has raised suf icient funding to compete for a solid foothold in the market, and it
hasalready lined up several named customers in varied verticals.

Nyriad
Year founded: 2014
Funding: $21.8M
Headquarters: Cambridge, New Zealand
CEO: Herb Hunt, former GM at C3 AI
What they do: Develop storage controllers.
Nyriad so aware enables enterprises and cloud data-center operators to replace RAID
controllerswith graphics processing units (GPUs) for all Linux storage applications. Thus,
GPUs are tasked asboth I/O controllers and compute accelerators, a technique that
minimizes data movement duringthe processing of large data sets.
Competitors include: NVIDIA, Qumulo, VAST Data, and Zadara
Customers include: Nyriad has yet to name customers.
Why they're a hot startup to watch: The so aware behind Nyriad's storage solution was
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originallydeveloped as part of New Zealand's e??ort to host the large radio-telescope array
Square KilometreArray (SKA). New Zealand lost out to South Africa and Australia, yet key
technical innovations of the project live on, including some incorporated in Nyriad.
In late 2019, Nyriad shook up its management team, raised $11M in Series B funding, and
broughtin serial entrepreneur and investor Guy Haddleton to reshape the business. Nyriad
has sincelaunched an early adopter program, with named partners and participants that
include HPCSystems, NEC, and Supermicro.

Pavilion Data Systems
Year founded: 2014
Funding: $58M
Headquarters: San Jose, California
CEO: Gurpreet Singh, previously VP of product management for Pure Storage
What they do: Pavilion Data's storage platform consists of two components: 1) control
so??ware,HyperOS and 2) NVMe storage, HyperParallel Flash Array.
Each HyperParallel Flash Array delivers performance of up to 120GB/s read and 90GB/s
write. Theglobal namespace capabilities of HyperOS' clustered, distributed ile system
expand storagecapabilities across any number of lash arrays.
HyperOS supports block, ile, and object protocols to run natively on any combination
ofcontrollers, across any number of its HyperParallel Flash Arrays. Each Flash Array
supports up to 20independent controllers, each of which runs its own instance of HyperOS.
Unlike traditional arrays,that enable multiprotocol by running one protocol on top of
another, HyperOS runs each protocol(iSCSI, NVMe-oF, NFS, S3) natively.

Five Indian Startups Making Earth Greener
"At a time when most of the countries have understood the need to reduce carbon footprint
and have expressed their willingness to take necessary steps, it seems few of the countries
across the world have been doing their share to tackle the humongous carbon left by humans
over the past century.
Increasing temperature, unhygienic water and rising levels of air pollution are just a few of
the eﬀects caused by the alarmingly rising carbon footprint that is ravaging our
environment. On World Earth Day, we
look into ive Indian startups
working across diﬀerent sectors with
a common aim to make our planet
greener.
Ground Waste: Waste Ventures India
Waste Ventures India is a Telanganabased startup that is providing waste
solutions for housing societies and
corporate of ices by composting
organic waste and recycling dry
waste. Founded by Roshan Miranda
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and Rob Whiting in 2012, this for-pro it enterprise is changing paradigms in solid waste
management by increasing value to stakeholders across the value chain.
The startup boasts that it is able to reduce waste out of the gate (of ice or society) by up to 90
per cent and leave a green footprint. Its R&D team has developed a scienti ic, ly-less and
odourless process to manage organic waste, thus producing high quality compost in the
process. The irm also provides a free portion of the compost back to your personal garden
use. Waste Venture India team also brings more
awareness about waste management among residents
and employees and helps them learn about
composting, recycling and other green initiatives. The
startup was among the irst to provide digital doorstep
recyclable pickup service in Hyderabad. Since late
2013, the startup has averted over 3,000 tons of waste
from Indian dumpsites.
Plastic Free: Beco
Mumbai-based startup Beco is a consumer goods
company which was founded in 2018. The startup
manufactures biodegradable and sustainable
alternatives to single use-products such as dinner
napkins, toilet roll, facial tissues, tissue roll and more. Founded by Aditya Ruia, Anuj Ruia
and Akshay Varma, Beco (Be Eco) oﬀers products for kitchen, home care and personal care.
The startup utilizes biodegradable and compostable raw materials like corn starch and
bamboo to prepare various SKUs of tissue, straws, toothpicks, cotton balls, among others.
The company also pays much attention towards its packing as it utilizes recycled and craft
paper to package, thus eradicating the need of plastics.
Air Pollution: Nexus Power
We all are aware of what stubble burning results in and around the national capital during
winters. Air pollution level rockets as the government advises to for elderly and children to
stay home.
Nikita and Nishita Baliarsingh, co-founders of Nexus
Power have a sustainable way to address the issue,
which also might result in an increase in electric
vehicles, another green product, on Indian roads.
Nexus Power founders: Nishita and Nikita Baliarsingh
Nexus power leverages nanotechnology to make
biodegradable electric vehicle batteries from crop
residue. The company uses unburnt crops-one of the
major sources of air pollution-and then by applying a
unique extraction and iltration process, manufacture
rechargeable energy storing cells. Multiple such cells go
into making the Internet-of-Things (IoT) and AI-based
sensor enabled battery pack which is later installed in
electric vehicles.
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Renewable Energy: ZunRoof
ZunRoof is home tech startups and a residential solar rooftop company. Founded in 2016 by
Pranesh Chaudhary and Sushant Sachan, the Gurugram-based startup now boasts of over
10,000 solar rooftop installations and over 30,000 system designs across India. The iveyear-old startup is present in over 75 cities
across 12 states and claims to have saved
electricity bills worth INR 50 crore. The
startup is backed by the family of ice of
conglomerate Godrej, Intellicap Investment
Network and alumni of IIT Kharagpur.
ZunRoof Co-Founder Pranesh Chaudhary

Waste to Luxury: Phool.co
Founded by engineering graduates, Ankit Agarwal &
Prateek Kumar in July 2017, Phool.co converts loral
waste into charcoal free luxury incense products.
Relying on deep-tech research, the startup has also
developed "Fleather", a viable alternative to animal
leather which was recently awarded PETA's best
innovation the Vegan World.
At present, Phool.co operates in Tirupati, Andhra
Pradesh. During the lockdown, the company ensured its supply chain by sourcing lower
waste directly from the distressed horticulture farmers, bringing them critical income in the
toughest of times
Source: Five Indian Startups Making Earth Greener (entrepreneur.com)

Women Wing
These 4 women are setting new benchmarks with their vision on edtech
These women entrepreneurs are leveraging online platforms to upskill employees and
students to make them industry ready, all in their own unique style.
The online education industry in India has gone from strength to strength, with ample
tailwinds from pandemic induced lockdowns. One of the many ways people have been
keeping themselves busy during this dif icult time is by taking to online education
platforms, using this time judiciously to keep themselves upskilled and up to date. These
women entrepreneurs' edtech platforms were launched long before the coronavirus
pandemic, but have come in very handy during these unprecedented times.
StudyFree by Dasha Kroshkina
As a child, Dasha Kroshkina's favourite possession was a large world map. Hailing from a
small town in Russia, she would look at it with awe and would wonder when she would get to
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travel the world.
Dasha was a smart student and was always
on the lookout for scholarships and grants
to study abroad. She has degrees from
three international universities to her
credit.
Speaking to HerStory, San Francisco-based
Dasha says, "I realised there are so many
students who are capable but feel it is impossible to study abroad due to lack of resources,
information, and a support system.”
This inspired her to start StudyFree in September 2018. The company ensures access to
international opportunities for people with talent without them having to worry about
inancing.
Explaining how the startup works, Dasha says, once a student logs into the platform, and
selects the level of education they are looking to pursue, they are required to share
information regarding academic performance, co-curricular activities, voluntary and social
work, among others.
These details help the startup to calculate the likelihood of securing a scholarship and the
time it would take for preparation. Once the student has made the payment, they guide them
through admission, their stay in the foreign country, and internship and job opportunities
after completing their studies.
Dasha explains the D2C platform's source of revenue is the fee collected from the students.
They don't charge schools and universities as she believes this will fail to bring the best
value for the students.
So far, they have helped more than 35,000 students globally, out of which, nearly 30 percent
of the students are from India. Dasha claims 98.2 percent of her clients have received either
full or partial scholarships.
Now in the growth stage, StudyFree received $500,000 in equity investment as the winner of
Seedstars World in April 2020. They have also raised $600,000 in a pre-seed round led by
Dutch venture Acrobator VC in August.
The founder was also part of the 2020 cohort of Techstars NY.
Harappa Education by Shreyasi Sing
For over a decade, Shreyasi Singh has worked with
media agencies across the spectrum like broadcast
and print media, and even went on to become a
published author.
Her journalistic career also includes being the editor
of Inc, the iconic American magazine on entre-
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preneurship. During her period with Inc, Shreyasi realised her passion for entrepreneurship
and tech-enabled businesses, which led her to walk on the path of entrepreneurship.
Shreyasi says Inc gave her, what she calls, a "PhD in entrepreneurship.”
"It was very interesting to meet so many entrepreneurs, hear their stories and things they
have fought for. All the amazing ideas, culture, and productivity that I was seeing made me
think that If I were a CEO, I would do this. I think that immersion into entrepreneurship was
the beginning of my own journey," she recalls.
While serving as the Director of Careers at Vedica for two years, Shreyasi realised that higher
education is her calling.
Along with her brother, Shreyasi started doing extensive research on online education and
understanding the edtech industry. The idea was to create a curriculum and not just become
a marketplace.
"We felt that the crisis in India in education, and certainly in higher education, is around the
curriculum. It is not updated enough, not practical enough, not contemporary enough, and it
does not respond to the changing industries. The second big decision we took was that we
would not do technical and domain skills as there are already many players who are doing
very good work in giving people these skills," she adds.
Harappa Education was incorporated in March 2018 as a company, and started launching its
courses from May 2019. So far, one lakh learners have enrolled on the platform.
Shreyasi, who is also the author of the book Wealth Wallahs, believes the edtech platform's
faculty is its biggest USP. It has 60 team members from all spheres, delivering rich and
contextualised content, tailored to 21st century leaders.
Harappa works on a B2B model with campuses and corporates. In the campus space, it
works with IIT Gandhinagar, Punjab Engineering College, and Lovely Professional
University.
Corporate clientele include leading brands across IT services, FMCG, and inancial services.
Glossaread by Sonam Choudhary
In May 2012, Sonam Choudhary was leading a
team as Manager of International Business for
Tata Motors in Johannesburg, South Africa. A
year into the job, she realised climbing the
corporate ladder helped her little in furthering
her life's mission: to create societal impact in
three key areas of healthcare, education, and
infrastructure.
This IIM Ahmedabad alumna joined Glossaread around 2017. The startup creates and
curates complete study material as per semester-wise syllabus of various universities, with
college-going students in Tier II and Tier III cities in mind. The startup has moved from
"sachet-based content consuming model to a more comprehensive solution" in the higher
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education space.
Sonam says the startup prioritises aﬀordability and accessibility as it operates on a
subscription-based model. The study material for one semester is priced between Rs 249
and Rs 499, depending on the course.
The material includes notes, presentations, lectures, and reference videos, MCQs, and
question banks with answers for engineering, BCom, and BA courses.Currently featured in
17 universities, the startup hopes to cater to 2.5 million students from over 150 universities
globally.
Imarticus Learning by Sonya Hooja
Imarticus Learning have an annual
average growth rate of 40 percent. The
startup's speci ic skilling solutions in
ields including inance, technology,
analytics, and management have led
them to enter into partnership with
over 480 countries. The startup had a
humble beginning in 2012, a time
when online learning was yet to pick
pace.
An MBA graduate from INSEAD,
France, Sonya has a Bachelor's Degree
in Ec-onomics and Information
Technology from Rutgers University in the US.
Before hopping onto the entrepreneur train, Sonya was working with Accenture Singapore
in strategy development.
Explaining the beginning of the startup, Sonya explains, "We took fresh graduates, trained
them in very speci ic skill sets, and then took complete responsibility for their placements."
The startup has partnered with corporate giants including KPMG, IBM, Deutsche Bank, and
Citibank in co-creating courses and placement opportunities. The courses are priced
somewhere between INR 70,000 and INR 1.7 lakh per course.
The platform has a placement record of 65 to 85 percent led by its 15-member placement
team."We don't try to teach them the entire gamut of the domain, but upskill them on speci ic
skillsets and go into signi icant depth so that there is value for both learners as well as the
corporates," Sonya shares.
Bootstrapped with an initial round of investment of Rs 5 crore from friends and family, the
startup has raised its Series A funding of $2 million from CBA capital in 2018.The startup has
been pro itable since inception, and is now looking for strategic investors who can
contribute to the company's vision and growth.
Source: https://yourstory.com/herstory/2021/04/women-setting-benchmarkseducation/amp
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This Startup is Empowering Women Entrepreneurs in Brazil With
Leadership Skills Be.
Labs connects them with mentors and provides training on developing business plans and
pitching investors
THE INSTITUTE Maria Clara Magalhã es grew up in Arapiraca, Brazil, a small town far from
the metropolitan areas of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. She was raised in a patriarchal
culture where, she says, women are treated as subordinates and the rate of violence against
them is high. It was tough to be a book-loving girl with a passion for math, physics, and soccer.
"There were no rules saying girls couldn't do those things. It was a social norm," Magalhã es
says. "Girls were mostly playing with dolls.”
Now the company the IEEE member helped to found is trying to instill systematic change in
the way women are treated in her state of Alagoas-the most violent in the country-and
beyond. Be.Labs, where she is chief creative of icer, is a social technology company working
to promote gender equality, bring economic power to women, and raise awareness of
domestic violence.
It does that by providing a pre-acceleration program for female entrepreneurs and
conducting leadership training to increase the number of women in executive positions.
Magalhã es is also helping to develop an interactive, arti icial intelligence-based technology
to detect implicit gender bias and signs of domestic violence in people.
Be.Labs was one of the winners of last year's IEEE Entrepreneurship Stars virtual
competition. The program recognizes engineering-driven ventures that align with the IEEE
mission of fostering technology, innovation, and excellence for the bene it of humanity. In
addition to the recognition, awardees become honorary IEEE members for a year.
A DIFFICULT JOURNEY
Magalhã es says she was lucky to have two strong women as role models-her mother and
grandmother-who encouraged her to pursue her passions. Her mother was an entrepreneur
who opened a preuniversity school in Arapiraca. Magalhã es was the irst girl to take soccer
and karate lessons-which she persuaded her father to allow.
As a youngster, she was a voracious reader and loved science and mathematics."I was the girl
who studied math and then competed in the math olympiad in high school," she says. Her
desire to follow her interests and shatter societal expectations framed the path she chose for
her higher education.
"I chose to become an engineer because I wanted to confront a society that said I wouldn't be
able to study what is stereotypically considered a male profession," she says.
In 2013 she began pursuing a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering at the Universidade
Federal de Campina Grande. There she met the handful of like-minded women in the
program. The environment at the school was sexist, she says, with female students facing
harassment by teachers and classmates, as well as not being taken seriously.
She gravitated to IEEE in the irst semester, she says, because she "saw a big opportunity to
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grow and acquire soft skills." She helped launch the university's IEEE Women in Engineering
chapter, which last year won the IEEE WIE Student Branch Af inity Group of the Year Award.
IEEE turned out to be pivotal for her professional and personal life. She met her future
husband at the school's irst student branch meeting. Later she met his aunt, Marcela Fujiy,
when Fujiy was invited to speak at a WIE event. The two women quickly bonded because of
their shared passion of entrepreneurship and women's empowerment. Fujiy became
Magalhã es' mentor as well as her business partner.
Fujiy owned and operated a local franchise of specialty chocolate company Kopenhagen. She
and her husband, Christian, an engineer for global automation and technology company
ABB, had moved back to Brazil after living in Sweden, and were hoping to start another
business.
In late 2017, while Magalhã es was in the Philippines taking a year oﬀ from school to
volunteer for a faith-based organization, she got a call from Fujiy, and the two women
hatched a plan to start Be.Labs.
AEMPOWERING WOMEN
The Fujiys and Magalhã es together launched the startup in 2018. It now has 10 employees.
The company's pre-accelerator is geared to help women who either have or want to start
their own company.
The businesses vary in maturity, "from projects that are being initiated to companies that
need an innovation boost and new technologies," Magalhã es says. "Our focus is on women in
northeastern Brazil, where most of the businesses are traditional but are adapting to the
digital economy.”
Be.Labs helps them with advice from experts and founders of successful businesses, plus
networking with mentors and other entrepreneurial women. The company holds
educational workshops on developing business plans, pitching investors, recognizing
potential customers, developing products and marketing strategies, and understanding
current market trends and future prospects.
MORE TO DO
After helping to found Be.Labs, Magalhã es still wanted to do more. A 2019 report by the
Brazilian Public Safety Forum showed that a woman is a victim of domestic violence in Brazil
every two minutes. To help address the problem, Be.Labs is developing a chatbot that could
help lag signs of discrimination against women as well as signs of potential domestic abuse
or violence.
The chatbot, which is at a conceptual stage, will be powered by machine-learning software
that will be trained on simulated conversations with volunteers, Magalhã es says. The
conversations might include, for instance, words or phrases that re lect misogynistic
attitudes. The software should be able to learn the patterns from examples and from the
volunteers' feedback. The hope is that once the robot is trained, it could be used to help
people recognize signs of gender bias and domestic violence. Magalhã es says the R&D team
plans to incorporate phone-based measurements of heart rate and eye movement in the
chatbot to analyze emotions in people while they are speaking about sensitive topics.
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Be.Labs is in talks with investors-including venture capitalists inside and outside Brazil and
technology accelerators in Sweden and the United Kingdom-about funding to develop a
more marketable prototype, she says.
Be.Labs hasn't let the COVID-19 pandemic halt its momentum. A few months into the
pandemic, the company launched a mobile app, Logom, to help connect charitable
organizations with people in need of food, personal hygiene products and other essentials.
Dividing time between academics and the startup meant it took longer for Magalhã es to
complete her schoolwork. When she earned her bachelor's degree last year, she says, it
ful illed her dream of breaking barriers imposed on her when she was young.
"As a child and teen I was always struggling to be who I wanted to be," she says. "I wanted to
change things from the inside, to acquire this kind of power to move the social norms that
are imposed on us.”
IEEE has helped shape her internal drive to be diﬀerent and to make a diﬀerence. By
exposing her to female role models in technology, IEEE led her to grow academically and
professionally, she says.
"The connections, the technical support, the feeling of contributing to a better world
through technology," she says, "is what keeps me loyal to the IEEE."
Source: This Startup is Empowering Women Entrepreneurs in Brazil With Leadership Skills
- IEEE Spectrum

Want resiliency in MENA? Invest in women-led startups
Young entrepreneurs work on their laptops at the Amman-based Oasis 500, a seed
investment irm which inances start-up irms in the region's information technology sector,
As more people get vaccinated, the world cautiously begins to see a light at the end of the
coronavirus tunnel, but with few thinking that it is possible to return to the world left behind
in February 2020. Most see the pandemic as a powerful tipping point and a wake-up call to
build back better on multiple fronts, such as narrowing inequalities and improving
sustainability to ensure more resiliency vis-à -vis future shocks. This undoubtedly requires
innovation across many domains.
In the Middle East and North Africa region (MENA), women could play a transformational
role. First, they make up a large share of the talent pool in most MENA countries, which
remains largely underutilized. According to UNESCO, they outnumber men in universities
and make up to 57 percent of all STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math)
graduates. This rate exceeds the 35 percent share of women studying in STEM ields in the
United States and European Union. However, only one in ive women are economically
active. Second, International Monetary Fund (IMF) studies show a causation between
women's labor force participation and a country's economic diversi ication in terms of the
range and sophistication of industrial output and exports.
Third, the GDP of MENA countries is estimated to rise 30-40 percent if women are better
integrated into the economy. Capitalizing on such signi icant growth potential would
increase resiliency and the ability of governments to meet current shocks and any future
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ones.
A growing body of evidence shows that the lockdowns impacted women from an economic
perspective disproportionately worse than men. The World Economic Forum inds that
"[W]omen make up 39 percent of global employment but account for 54 percent of overall
job losses." In the US, for instance, some ive million women have been impacted in one way
or the other. In MENA, it is in the order of 1.5 million-around eight hundred thousand in Iran
and seven hundred thousand in the rest of MENA. This is a steep decline given the region's far
lower female economic participation rates prior to the pandemic.
In normal times, women perform an average of 75 percent of the world's total-largely
unpaid-care work. In MENA, this igure goes up to 80 or 90 percent. Closures of schools and
care facilities resulted in an increased workload at home, forcing many women globally to
downshift or quit altogether to reconcile work and family duties. Perhaps the silver lining of
the economic setbacks for women has been the widespread appreciation for the "care
infrastructure." The McKinsey Global Institute estimates that implementing family-friendly
policies could reverse COVID-19's regressive eﬀects on working women and yield an
additional $13 trillion to the global economy by 2030.
"Care" has moved from a pre-pandemic negligence within the policy realm to a must-do
urgency that underpins the workings of other sectors. Its centrality to bolstering social
resiliency in the rest of the economy is now widely acknowledged. For this reason, the "care
economy" has been integrated into the newly announced US infrastructure/jobs proposal.
Care is viewed as an essential building block for the future economy, just like roads and
bridges, broadband, and high-speed trains.
At the policy level, nearly all pandemic iscal stimulus packages in diverse countries have
paid special attention to the impact on women, and the recent World Bank/IMF Spring
Meetings focused in part on this topic. In MENA, Egypt was the irst country to have a COVID
relief program. "There were twenty-one policies related speci ically to women and included
corresponding trackers," according to Rania al-Mashat, Egypt's International Cooperation
Minister. And, at the family level, the pandemic may have also helped dislodge some of the
deep-rooted social norms about the gendered division of labor, as husbands and fathers had
to roll up their sleeves and help with household chores. For instance, when a Lebanese
minister remarked, "let women cook a little bit" on Sundays-a day when restaurants were
closed due to lockdown-in November 2020, Lebanese men objected to the sexist comments
by looding social media with proud pictures of them doing the cooking.
What can be done?
Increasing female economic participation could entail: supporting sectors that are relatively
more women-intensive/friendly; bridging the gender digital divide, since access to the
internet proved so critical during lockdowns and will certainly prevail here on after; and last
but not least, improving the environment for women-led startups to spur innovation and job
creation.
The good news is that overall, the ecosystem for entrepreneurship in the region has
improved. According to the 2020 MIT Enterprise Forum Pan Arab Impact Report, there has
been a steady rise in startups in the region and women seem to be largely driving this
growth. Nearly one-third of the increase was in Saudi Arabia following legal reforms to
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broaden women's economic opportunities.
Legal reforms are important but the availability of inance is even more critical. Prior to the
pandemic, the MENA region experienced a welcome growth of venture capital. In 2019,
funding exceeded $700 million for over 560 investments and, in 2020, the amount was
expected to exceed $1 billion. While this is an improvement, there is still a long way to go as it
represents only a small fraction of the region's GDP and what is required to spur innovation.
Post-lockdown trends indicate that the region may remain an attractive investment space
and, therefore, venture capital should continue to increase in the coming years.
Still, women-led startups face a dearth of early-stage funding, which limits their potential.
This is a global challenge and not speci ic to MENA. For instance, in the US, where female
founders account for about 36 percent of all American entrepreneurs, startups by women
only received a mere 2 percent of the $130 billion of all startup investments in 2018. It rose
to 12 percent in startups with at least one female founder. While data for women-only
startups in MENA are not available, those with at least one female founder received 11
percent of funding in 2018, which is similar to US averages. This is a good start but still
considerably short of where it could be.
Nadine Mezher of the Dubai-based investment advisory platform Sarwa attributes the
funding shortage to bias: "Women get more push backs during pitches and get judged on
performance while men are judged on potential." Her assessment is consistent with London
Business School's Dana Kanze, whose 2010-2016 cross-country ield study con irmed the
link between funding and gender bias during pitches. Kanze found that investors pose to
men "promotion-focused" questions and ask women "prevention-focused" queries. Hence,
men have a better chance to explain the upside of their ideas, while women must spend their
valuable pitch minutes on how they would mitigate the downside. This suggests that
investors prejudge that women are more likely
to fail and hence pose higher risk.
Source: Data from Global Entrepreneurship
Monitor, 2019-2020
The bias may originate from the belief that
women are less pro it-driven and more
interested in humanitarian causes. Yet, data
from the 2020 GEM Report proves the
opposite. In MENA countries, for instance,
women entrepreneurs expect to "build great
wealth" and "earn a living" as much as their male counterparts (see igure). This is essential
data for funders who want to make money and obtain high returns. Moreover, a Boston
Consultancy Group study found that, globally, "despite funding disparity, startups founded
and cofounded by women actually performed better
over time, generating 10 percent more in
cumulative revenues over a ive-year period." Other
studies con irm similar trends and results.
Source: Data from Global Entrepreneurship
Monitor, 2019-2020
In terms of wanting to "make a diﬀerence" through
their businesses, yes, women's responses exceed
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those of men in most countries, and so do they in MENA. This may indicate that these
businesses meet their customers' needs better and it could well be the secret to the staying
power of the impressive sample of current women entrepreneurs in MENA, who have grown
their businesses despite prevailing gender-based barriers. As such, women-led businesses
strive to be inancially lucrative and socially impactful. They are precisely the kind of postpandemic economic activities that countries need.
Another reason for the shortage of funding for women-led startups is unconscious bias since
venture capital investors are mostly men. "As humans, our intuition leads us to choose what
mirrors us and what we see as familiar," says Mezher of Sarwa. "This is what is happening
here and it is more enhanced in the region for cultural reasons, even though we have more
women venturing into entrepreneurship." A positive trend in recent years is that more and
more women have become venture capital (VC) investors or made it to the C-suites of VC
irms. More women in
leadership can
certainly add to the
diversity of decisionmaking and enrich
perspectives.
S o u rc e : D a t a f ro m
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor,
2019-2020
An increasing number
of women will likely
become angel or VC
investors because of
the considerable assets owned by women in the region. A possible indicator of such potential
is the gap between the forecasted regional annual GDP growth of 2.1 percent in the coming
years versus the 8.5 percent-projected yearly rise of the MENA luxury goods market until
2025, which is largely targeted towards women. So, there is ample disposable funds.
Perhaps some of these resources can be diverted away from consumption and into funding
innovation, given that the number of women VC and angel investors is on the rise globally.
Conclusion
As MENA assesses how to rebuild better after the pandemic, women-led startups could be
part of the solution. The rising percentage of female tertiary education, particularly in STEM
ields, and the dearth of jobs has led many young women to strike out on their own. The
coronavirus crisis has accelerated widespread digital use across sectors, which has opened
new business opportunities. Recent reports suggest a rising regional trend of female
startups-as much as one in four-which will add diversity in the startup realm and establish
positive role models for societies. Capitalizing on the potential of women-led startups will
also increase resiliency and the ability to meet current and future shocks. However, women
still face dif iculties in obtaining early-stage funding due to a host of implicit bias and
structural challenges, and governments could do more to dismantle barriers and promote
women's entrepreneurship as well as funding for women-led ventures.
Source: Want resiliency in MENA? Invest in women-led startups - Atlantic Council
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WASME Corner
Upcoming Event
*LIVE WEBINAR* on " Pre-Pac-kaged
Insolvency Resolution Process : The best
remedy for MSMEs”
Date and Time - *Tuesday, May 18, 2021
Time - 4 PM TO 5.30 PM* on Online Platform.
REGISTRATION LINK
https://forms.gle/UYThvnS i2FDCnai7

*LIVE WEBINAR* on *Strategy for Managing
Personal Finance including Mutual Fund*
Date and Time - *Friday, May 22, 2021 Time - 2.30
PM*
REGISTRATION LINK
https://forms.gle/xZ6RWs1JUd7TQica8

*LIVE WEBINAR* on *Strategies for Cost
Reduction Management in Operations &
Human Capital Optimisation in the Pandemic
Times for SME's*
Date and Time - *Tuesday, May 25, 2021 Time 2.30 PM*

Bw Businessworld Presents Emerging
Businesses
Registration Link “
https://bwevents.co.in/bw/emerging/R
egister.html”
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World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises (WASME), a global non-pro it
organization headquartered at Noida, India, has been spearheading the cause and
development of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) worldover since its inception in
1980. Over three decades, WASME has emerged as one of the most representative,
eﬀective and leading international organizations, working towards the promotion of
SMEs worldwide through policy advocacy, information dissemination, conferences,
seminars, events, trainings, publication, network linkages and manymore.
WASME enjoys consultative/observer status with concerned agencies in UN system such
as UNCTAD, ITC, WIPO, UNIDO, UNESCO, UNCITRAL, UNESCAP and ILO, and several other
inter-governmental and international organizations like WCO, OECD, ICSB, APEC, APCTT,
etc.
WASME’s fortnightly SME e-Bulletin “WORLD SME UPDATE” aims to keep its readers
abreast of latest information on various developments taking place in the SME sector
around the globe. If you have any news/information on the issues related to Government
policies & programmers and latest developments in the SME sector i.e. technology and
innovations, success stories, case studies, research and methods, planning and programs,
training and developments, inance and management, and marketing that you would like
to share with the world SME community, please do send them to us at
editor@wasmeinfo.org.
We always welcome your valuable feedback/comments on the SME e-Bulletin to further
enhance our services on information dissemination. Hence, please send us your valuable
guidance as well as meaningful articles as a regular contribution to SME e-Bulletin and
our website in the larger interests and bene its of SMEs the world over.
Editor, World SME Update
World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises
Plot No. 4, Institutional Area, Sector – 16 A,
Noida, Gautam Budh Nagar – 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India
Tel: +91-120- 4216283, Fax: +91-120- 4216284 | Email: editor@wasmeinfo.org
Website: http://www.wasmeinfo.org
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